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INTRODUCTION
EEZY COIN will erupt into a good revolution in the near future of
cryptocurrency.

From

the

last

few

years

people

are

using

cryptocurrency to make the trading and get some profit from it.

MISSION:EMO Fintech Group Ltd. major mission is to make Crypto Currency
accessible and beneficial to everyone in all situations. Eezy coin will
supply you with a slew of new features that will make it a game
changer in the cryptocurrency market. People will start utilising Eezy
coins for a variety of things, which will surprise everyone, with the
introduction of Eezy coins.

VISSION:The majority of Cryptocurrency owners use their cryptocurrencies for
trade or profit, however in the future, Eezy Coins owners will utilise
their Eezy coins as a standard payment method. On the one hand,
there's the internet, and on the other, there's the real world.
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The EMO Fintech Group Ltd. philosophy is built on three pillars.

PILLAR 1:-
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EMO Fintech Group Ltd. aim is for everyone to be able to utilise their
Cryptos as a payment option in the same way they do now. ONLINE
AND OFFLINE AT THE SAME TIME. As a response, the EMO Fintech
Group Ltd. is introducing the EEZY CARD.
The EEZY CARD is a popular Crypto Debit Card that allows you to pay
EEZY offline at your favourite restaurant, bar, club, cinema, hotels, car
rental, and many more. Take the EEZY CARD and choose which Crypto
Currency you'd like to pay with after you've enjoyed your service. You
can also recharge your Eezy card easily anytime by using the back
office.

PILLAR 2:We will also provide an app for Eezy card users to receive notifications
of nearby locations where they can use the card.
The EEZY APP acts as a personal assistant, showing you what services
are nearby and accepting the EEZY CARD as a payment method.
Restaurants, Clubs, Cinemas, Stores, Gas Stations, and much more may
be found on the menu.
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Following your selection, the EEZY APP will direct you EEZY to the
desired place. Of course, you can learn much more about EEZY
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Partners, their special offers, and their services. However, the EEZY
APP will soon include a lot more functions. You'll be pleasantly
surprised.
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PILLAR 3:The Eezy Trader App will be the Roys Roys under all existing Trading
Apps. Not only that all necessary features, like DCA Trading, Grid
Trading, Future Trading, Short-Longterm Trading are available, but to
Set up the Trading is as simple as to peel a Banana. Professionals and
beginners find here everything to start successful 24/7 trading bot.
But also, you can copy strategies from successful Traders.
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WSET, WORLD-SERIES-OF-EEZY TRADER,
Imagine you can battle with other traders worldwide without to loose,
only with the chance to win. Imagine how many traders and users like
to became a trader and would like to join.
But still not enough, one of the highlight is our EEZY LEGACY , a
Metaverse, where you’ve got the chance to dive in a Trader world and
get always closer and closer to our AI.
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WHY this all will be the Game changer for the EEZY COIN.
Even user who likes to use our Trading App has to pay a service fee of $
149,— per year
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AND THIS IN EEZY COIN - and also fees in the Trader App will be paid
only in EEZY Coin. That means, daily interests for the Eezy Coin and for
sure an unbelievable future for the Eezy Coin.

The Eezy Trader App will break all records. With the World Champion
Chip of Trading is our goal to have till the end of 2023,10 Million users.
Hopefully, you are an Eezy Coin owner and Trader of the Eezy Trader
App.
The Eezy Trader Beta Version is already live and the Full Version will be
launch on the begin of Q 3.
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The EEZY COIN will not only be used to pay for our EEZY CARD,
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but it will also provide you with exclusive offers such as discounts,

extra bonuses, reward points, cheap flights, and often more.
Any payment made using the EEZY CARD requires the use of the
EEZY COIN. It doesn't matter where you are in the globe. A unique
CASH BACK mechanism allows you to receive CASH BACK in
EEZY COIN whenever a referred friend pays using an EEZY CARD.
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IEO(INITIAL EXCHANGE OFFERING)
EEZY COIN is an INITIAL EXCHANGE OFFERING (IEO). In EEZY terms, we
have a guarantee that EEZY COIN will be listed on a Crypto Exchange
and transferable with Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies when the PreSale Period ends.
EEZY Coin is a decentralized investment platform powered by TRON
smart contract technology TRX20. A smart contract guarantees 100 %
safety and transparency of work. EEZY coin is a great opportunity to
multiply your assets in just a few days.
EEZY Coin is a verified smart contract. All processes in it take place in
an open, decentralized blockchain network based on the tron.
cryptocurrency TRX.
This means it is an open source programme, coding of which can be
easily seen and can't be hidden, company or central authority has any
control over this decentralized project. It is completely automated in
nature. So in short your invested amount and future returns are
completely safe with this verified smart contract. You can go ahead

without fear of loosing your coins.
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IEO(INITIAL EXCHANGE OFFERING)
IEOs are less likely to fail than ICOs. But just because they’re safer than
ICOs, it doesn’t mean they’re bulletproof. That’s why you need to make
a careful choice when investing in an IEO. Even if the exchange
platform has vetted the project and has hosted successful IEOs before,
it’s essential that you do your homework as well.
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WHY CHOOSE US?
HIGH SECURITY:We do not need to worry about the security of the Eezy Coin as the
exchange platform manages the smart contracts of token sales and
have defined security standards. Also, exchange platforms manage the
process of AML/KYC ensuring the complete security of the project and
prevent it from suspicious or fraudulent users.
We provide users with the opportunity to fully control devices and IP
addresses from which they access their accounts. Also, security level can
be enhanced by using various two factor authentication options.

EASY TO USE:As Eezy coin is based on Initial Exchange Offering therefore making it so
much easier and straightforward for users
All the processes are done by the crypto exchange platform. They can
even use the stable customer base of these exchanges.
In this way, they can have more contributors or investors for their
projects. Therefore, the money that they have to spend on marketing

and advertisement can be saved. The exchange platforms help start-ups
to advance their project without worrying about the detailed aspects of
each step.
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DECENTRALISED – BOOST TRUST:-
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conducted on an exchange which becomes like a middle man and

One of the key benefits of our IEO is that here the crowdsale is
counterparty that monitors every project processes. This reuse of
decentralization can be seen as a counter to the basic idea that created
Bitcoin and open blockchains in the first place, which was to be a
completely P2P network. Therefore Eezy Coin is trustworthy and totally
transparent as it focus on P2P network
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Target On Crowd sale

250 Million

Hard Cap

162.5 Million

Soft Cap

1 Million

Coin Type

TRX 20

Purchase Method

BTC

65% Public Sale

22% Staking
23% Research & Development

Starts June 1st 2021 Tuesday 08.00 AM
Ends after reaching Soft cap
Exchange Rate = 0,60 USD
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ROADMAP
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JULY 2017

Private Sale Round –
10 000 holders
Launch of web site

SEPTEMBER 2021
Press release
On more than 400
servers including
MarketWatch, Wall
street select,
Digital Journal, etc.

DECEMBER 2021
Launch of EEZY Trader
Beta version
Android App
Binding with Binance
First 500 traders
MARCH 2022
Start of Public Pre sale
Launch of updated web
site,new social media
Listing on ICO Trackers,
Coinmarketcap
Audit, KYC
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2Q 2022
Launch of White listing
wit bonus packages

3Q 2022
Listing on CoinXplus
exchange for 0,60 USD
after reachin Soft cap
1st EEZY World convention

3Q 2022
Launch of EEZY Trader
1.0. Different type of bots
incl Futures Binding
Binance, CoinXplus,
Huobi, Coinbase

4Q
Listing on next exchanges
(Binance, Huobi etc.)
Launch EEZY Legacy, EEZY
Collection NFT, Listing on
CoinMarketCap
Launch EEZY Battles,
Launch EEZY Card
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RISK AND DISCLAIMER
This disclaimer (together with our Terms of Use (the “ Terms”), Privacy
Policy (the “ Privacy Policy”) and any other documents referred to in

those documents) is given by Eezy Coins and sets out the risks to the
customer (“ You”) associated with trading and the use of the Eezy
platform. Please read the following carefully to understand these risks.
By visiting eezycoin.io you are accepting and consenting to the
practices described in this policy. ASSUMPTION OF RISK
The trading of goods and products, real or virtual, as well as crypto-

currencies involves significant risk. Prices can and do fluctuate on any
given day. Due to such price fluctuations, your cryptographic assets
may be subject to large swings in value and may even become
worthless. There is an inherent risk that losses will occur as a result of
buying, selling or trading anything on a market. You should carefully
assess whether your financial situation and tolerance for risk is suitable

for buying, selling or trading using the Eezy platform.
You acknowledge and agree that whilst we will put reasonable
measures in place and use reasonable efforts to ensure that this does
not occur, there are risks associated with utilizing the Eezy platform
including, but not limited to, the risk of failure of hardware, software
and internet connections, the risk of malicious software introduction,
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and the risk that third parties may obtain unauthorized access to your
personal

information

and

other

information

stored

with

us.
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You acknowledge and agree that whilst we will put reasonable
measures in place and use reasonable efforts to ensure that this does
not occur, we will not be responsible for any communication failures,
disruptions, errors, distortions or delays you may experience when
using the Eezy platform, no matter how caused. We take no
responsibility for and will not be liable for any losses, damages or claims
arising from the use of the Eezy platform, including, but not limited to,
any losses, damages or claims arising from (i) server failure or data loss
or (ii) "phishing," viruses, third-party attacks, or any other unauthorized
third-party activities.
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